
A selection model provides a detailed framework to help school leaders identify strong candidates. Consider the most 

effective teachers in your school. What makes them an especially good fit for the school environment? What 

characteristics do they have in common? How did you identify these teachers during your hiring process? Taking time to 

identify the key characteristics of your most effective teachers will help you know what to look for when hiring new staff in 

the future.      

CREATE A SELECTION MODEL 

Creating a selection model enables leaders to screen for the specific indicators of effectiveness that meet their schools’ 

unique needs. Selection models are comprised of four main components: 

 Competencies are broad criteria for what you seek in an effective teacher.  Teaching ability, critical thinking, 

achievement orientation, and personal responsibility are all examples of teaching competencies. 

 Indicators are specific behaviors that break large competency categories into small, observable pieces.  For example, 

‘conveying information clearly’ is an indicator of teaching ability. 

 Components explain how you plan to identify the indicators during your hiring process.  For example, ‘responsiveness 

to feedback’ can be measured by giving a candidate feedback after a demo lesson.   

 Rating scales outline how you are going to evaluate candidates. 

Each school has unique needs, so every selection model will contain different competencies, indicators, components, and 

rating scales.  

Resource:  Descriptions and indicators for nine teaching competencies 

Resource: Evaluation form for three teaching competencies 

AVOID THE UNICORN EFFECT 

Principals can miss great candidates while waiting for the mythical, perfect teacher to arrive.  Act decisively when you 

encounter a teacher that meets your criteria  – especially in hard to staff areas. 

Identify which competencies you can train or develop, and prioritize those which you must hire for. Few candidates are 

going to feel like a "perfect fit" for your school.  However, certain traits will be non-negotiable for your school and 

candidates should already display these traits during the selection process.  This table provides a few examples of traits to 

hire for and traits to develop, and offers a starting point for you to being categorizing your schools' essential 

competencies into these two groups. 

  

 

For more resources, check out the complete toolbox: t n t p .o r g / t o o l b o x  

 

Hire Effective Teachers 

Sample Traits to Hire For: Sample Traits to Train For 

Receptiveness to feedback Implementation of specific curriculum 

Strong written and spoken communication Implementation of school-specific behavioral expectations  

Content knowledge Writing unit/lesson plans 

Reflective about own practice Specific instructional strategies (constructivism, etc) 

http://tntp.org/toolbox
http://tntp.org/assets/tools/Sample_Teacher_Hiring_Competencies_TNTP_31MAY2013.docx
http://tntp.org/assets/tools/Sample_Teacher_Candidate_Eval_Tool_TNTP_31MAY2013.docx
http://tntp.org/toolbox

